With urban, agricultural, and industrial needs growing throughout the past decades, wetland ecosystems have experienced profound changes. Most critically, the biodiversity of wetlands is intimately linked to its hydrologic dynamics, which in turn are being drastically altered by ongoing climate changes. Hydroperiod regimes, e.g., percentage of time a site is inundated, exert critical control in the creation of niches for different plant species in wetlands. However, the spatial signatures of the organization of plant species in wetlands and how the different drivers interact to yield such signatures are unknown. Focusing on Everglades National Park (ENP) in Florida, we show here that cluster sizes of each species follow a power law probability distribution and that such clusters have well-defined fractal characteristics. Moreover, we individuate and model those signatures via the interplay between global forcings arising from the hydroperiod regime and local controls exerted by neighboring vegetation. With power law clustering often associated with systems near critical transitions, our findings are highly relevant for the management of wetland ecosystems. In addition, our results show that changes in climate and land management have a quantifiable predictable impact on the type of vegetation and its spatial organization in wetlands.
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ecology | self-organization | ecosystems sensitivity | wetlands vulnerability W ith the richness and complexity of their ecosystems, wetland areas are of growing interest as they host a variety of animal and vegetal species, many of which are rare or endangered, and constitute some of the most unique and beautiful areas in the world. Once perceived simply as worthless swamps, wetlands have been subjected to a great deal of degradation throughout the past decades, as more and more of their land has been seized and reconverted to suit the needs of the growing human population (1, 2) . Today, their value is being rediscovered and the preservation of their ecosystem and biodiversity is acquiring major importance. Under this perspective, understanding the dynamics that control the delicate equilibrium of wetland ecosystems is vitally important, as it is the key to develop both preservation and restoration measures. Given that ecosystems can abruptly shift from an existing state to another in response to changes in the system forcings (3-6), a quantitative analysis of wetlands dynamics is a timely issue, especially in scenarios that may be complicated by ongoing and future climatic changes (7) (8) (9) .
Vegetation patterns are frequently the result of the interplay between local dynamics and global forcings (10, 11) and thus can be described by the interaction between these drivers (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) . However, given the typical complexity of wetland ecosystems and the heterogeneity of their hydrologic regimes, isolating key global drivers as well as determining the strength and range of the local dynamics is a challenging task. The number of factors that affect the spatial distribution of plant species in wetlands is in fact quite large, as they include a large number of local and global dynamics that control their hydrologic and thermodynamic regime.
Results
Spatial Analysis of Everglades National Park. We begin by examining the spatial distribution of vegetation types across the freshwater portion of Everglades National Park (ENP) in Florida and investigate the impact of the main hydrologic drivers on the structure of the vegetative communities. Whereas the ecosystem of ENP is extremely diverse and hosts a large variety of vegetal and animal species across a wide range of topographic and hydrologic conditions, its landscape is widely dominated by thick, razor-edged sawgrass (Claudium jamaicense), which covers over 60% of its surface (7, 17) . The attempt to link hydropatterns to the spatial structure of the various vegetation communities of ENP has been the focus of many studies and the segregation of certain species within particular hydrologic niches has been widely observed (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) . Species as, for example, muhly grass (Muhlenbergia filipes) predominantly colonize rarely flooded areas, whereas red mangrove shrub (Rhizophora mangle) is most commonly found in frequently flooded ones (17) . The overall spatial structuring of ENP, however, cannot be explained accounting for only hydrologic drivers, while neglecting the critical role of the interactions among species and between vegetation with the environment (14, 22) . Here we describe ENP vegetation pattern dynamics via interactions between exogenous, globally driven forces (i.e., hydropatterns) and local, endogenous processes of facilitation-competition.
We determine the spatial distribution of the different plant species across ENP through the 1:15,000 scale mapping and classification of its 79 plant communities (23, 24) . We adopt a 40 × 40 m grid to extract the dominant vegetation type at each location. Concurrently, we use the hydrologic information provided by the Everglades Depth Estimation Network (EDEN) to produce a 40 × 40 m grid of the percentage of time each location is inundated (PTI) (25, 26) . A complete description of the vegetation and hydrologic datasets are provided in SI Text. Among all of the plant species present in ENP, we selected for the study those 13 that individually cover at least 1% of its area. A map of the average PTI across ENP is provided in Fig. 1 . As shown also in Fig. 1 , PTI conditions provide niches of colonization for different types of vegetation: tall sawgrass prevails in frequently flooded areas, whereas pine savanna (Pinus elliottii var. densa) occurs prevalently where hydroperiods are less likely to occur. On the other hand, sawgrass is found with similar prevalence across almost all PTI conditions (with the notable exception of very low PTI values), a characteristic that is unique among all of the types analyzed. In addition to the vegetation density, estimated as the fraction of pixels occupied by each vegetation species, we calculated the vegetation pair density as the fraction of adjacent pixels occupied by the same vegetation type (27) . For all species, the value of the pair density is found to be close to that of the vegetation density across all PTIs, suggesting that plants of the same species tend to be found in clumps rather than being randomly dispersed in space with a certain overall density. In addition to their density and pair density, we analyze the spatial structure of each of those 13 species through the probability that the area of a cluster, A, is greater or equal to a certain value a, P(A ≥ a). For each species considered, a cluster is made up of pixels that share any of their four edges at the 40 × 40 m scale grid. Interestingly, the cluster size of all of the selected types are distributed according to power laws, P(A ≥ a) α a −β , over a span of three or more orders of magnitude. We analyze the fractal characteristics of the spatial structures of individual species through the cluster's perimeter-area relationship as well as the box-counting fractal dimension. The cluster size distributions, the cluster areaperimeter relationships, and the box-counting fractal dimensions for sawgrass, tall sawgrass, and pine savanna are shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1 (see SI Text for a complete description of the 13 species).
The implications of power law distributed cluster sizes, as well as the fractal structure of clusters are noteworthy. The existence of power laws in natural systems is often associated with self-organization (28-31) and dynamics occurring near critical transition points (15, 32) . Although the presence of power laws per se does not imply that the system is indeed at a phase transition critical state (11, 14, 33, 34) , their occurrence in an ecosystem that is open, dissipative, and with many degrees of freedom, such as ENP, merits close examination.
Modeling of the Vegetation Dynamics. To capture the key drivers of the spatial structuring of the vegetation communities within ENP, we simulate the system via a multistate cellular automaton model. For all simulations, we adopt the same 40 × 40 m grid overlaying ENP, thus facilitating comparisons between simulated results and observations. Starting with an initial random spatial distribution of the 13 selected species, we simulate the system by assigning to each cell a probability of transition between one state (i.e., one plant species) and another.
To do so, we developed a 14-state cellular automaton model, each state corresponding to the 13 most frequent vegetation species, and a null state representing all of the other species. Transition probabilities between states reflect the influence of both the global driver (PTI) and the local feedback dynamics, such as facilitation/competition for available resources, seed dispersal, and germination (10, 11, 14) . The model has only one arbitrary parameter, which represents the rate of decay of the local feedback in the neighborhood of each cell (Methods).
Several simulations were carried out by using different weighting schemes (exponential or Pareto) and by varying the rate of decay (represented by the arbitrary parameter k). The model was particularly robust in replicating all of the key spatial statistics regardless of the weighting scheme or the specific value of the parameter.
The model is capable of replicating the observed spatial statistics, namely, the density and pair density for each species, as well as the clustering patterns of individual species communities, namely, the power law distribution of the cluster size, the perimeter-area fractal structure, and the box-counting fractal dimension. Although there are some expected differences in the numerical values between observed and simulated patterns, their overall similarity is remarkable. Results for sawgrass, tall sawgrass, and pine savanna are reported in Table 1 and Fig. 3 , whereas full results for all species are given in SI Text.
Discussion and Conclusions
Remarkably, the reproduction of the spatial organization is achieved with no fine tuning of the model-only parameter. In addition, matching observations of relative abundance, pair density, and cluster size distributions for the plant species of ENP is only achieved when both global controls and local interactions are implemented in the model. We conclude that the spatial structure of the vegetation communities is indeed driven by the environmental hydropatterns (i.e., hydroperiod regimes) and local short-range feedback. We also suggest that the relative abundance of species is crucially dependent on the hydroperiods as well as on the fact that the power law behavior of species cluster size distributions is observed throughout the whole domain, despite the fact that the exogenous forcing (i.e., PTI) is not globally applied and exerts sitespecific control on vegetation.
The ubiquity of the scaling features of power laws, reproduced by the cellular automaton across species and hydropatterns, suggests that the ENP ecosystem is in a self-organized critical state (29) where no characteristic cluster size exists. The sensitivity of the system to perturbations, both in terms of species prevalence and in terms of patterning and cluster size distribution is the object of our ongoing research. Nevertheless, the embedded robustness of the dynamic origins of the patterns found within ENP has important implications. The hydrologic regime of wetlands is, in fact, extremely sensitive to changes in both precipitation and evapotranspiration patterns as well as to anthropic activity resulting in hydroperiod regime shifts. Our results suggest that changes in climate and land management have a strong and quantifiable predictable impact on vegetation patterns and species distribution.
Methods A 14-state cellular automaton model was developed to simulate ENP, each state corresponding to the 13 most frequent vegetation species and to a null state representing all of the other species. Transition probabilities between states reflect the influence of both the global driver (PTI) and the local feedback dynamics (6) .
Starting with a random spatial distribution of the 14 states, the domain is updated according to the following steps:
1) A pixel is chosen at random. Statistics of vegetation density (ρ 0 ), vegetation pair density (ρ 00 ), slope of the cluster size distribution (β) with 95% confidence intervals, slope of the cluster perimeter-area relationship (γ) with 95% confidence intervals, and box-counting fractal dimension (D B ) for selected vegetation species.
2) The probability of transitioning from the current vegetation species present at that pixel to a new one is evaluated as follows:
where: ρ ðiÞ 0M is the density of species V i measured at the given iteration for the subdomain defined by the PTI bin to which the given pixel belongs. ρ ðiÞ 0T is the target density of species V i , as estimated from a polynomial fit of the observed vegetation density of species V i , across PTI bins.
r is the effect of the local feedback, estimated as follows:
for exponential decay of the lateral interactions, or
for Pareto weighting scheme of the lateral interactions. In the previous equations, d ij represents the distance between pixel j and pixel i (where the species V i is located), v j is equal to 1 if the vegetation cell of pixel j is the same as V i and 0 otherwise, and k is an arbitrary parameter that represents the spatial decay of the strength of interaction. The sum is evaluated over all of the closest neighbors such that the cumulative function would exceed 0.95.
3)
If the transition occurs, each of the other states will be selected with a probability given by: A flowchart of the modeling procedure is provided in Supporting Information. The total number of iterations (i.e., the total number of times a pixel is chosen for transition to another vegetation state) is set to be 120 million. Given the domain size and the spatial resolution, this implies that each pixel is selected for update an average of 90 times, which was observed to be enough for the spatial statistics to stabilize. A sample set of snapshots of the modeled system relative to sawgrass is provided in Supporting Information. 
